
Student Council to vote on committee choices
The Student Council will vote

tonight on nominees for student
representatives to five campus
committees, including the
Homewood Advisory Council
and the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies.
The nominees, picked from a

group of 45 undergraduates who
were interviewed Friday
afternoon by the SC selections
committee are:

-Committee on Undergraduate
Studies; Bob Gray, Dan Holik,

Torn Nathan and Dana Ono.
-Homewood Advisory Council:

Lawrence Koppelman and John
Tierney.

-Investment Advisory Group;
Steven Bers.

-Library Committee: Martin
Katz.
-Traffic and Parking

Committee; Jeffrey Pitts.
According to SC selections

committee chairman Bob Lewin,
the choices were based primarily
on the interviews held with the

City Fair opens Friday;
Hopkins has exhibit
Hopkins will take an active

part in the festivities and displays
of this year's Baltimore City Fair,
which opens its annual three day
exposition Friday, along
Baltimore's inner harbor.
"Not only does Johns Hopkins

have an exciting exhibit,"
according to Dean Kline, director
of the Office of Community
Affairs, "but the University has
donated the time and services of
several individuals for
administration and coordination
of the many Fair Activities."
The university's display -

entitled "Johns Hopkins on the
Bay - Johns Hopkins in the City"
will attempt to illustrate the
school's integration with
Baltimore, both on her
waterfront scene and in her
urban communities. Feature
exhibits will include a large
modular structure and the
research vessel, Ridgely Warfield,
to be docked at the new seawall
in the inner harbor.

Backdropping these in the
pavilion' will be a visual
presentation of Hopkins'
activities at the Chesapeake Bay
Institute and also within the
city.
The display, designed by

Baltimore architect Steve Mathias
of Designbank, was constructed
by two Hopkins' undergrads,
sophomores Todd Guernsey and

Clifford Chang, in space donated
uy the management of the
Rotunda, at 41st St. and Keswick
Road.

Hopkins has also extended its
involvement with this year's fair
as several of the university's
personnel have taken responsible
positions in the fair organization.

William Van Diepen, formerly
assistant director of alumni
relations here, is presently on
loan from the university while
serving as co-director of the Fair.

Kline, Chairman of the City
Fair Awards Committee which is
responsible for handing out the
"Baltimorean of the Year"
awards, has also been putting in
time on the BCF Steering
Committee.

Co-director

According to co-director Van
Diepen, a shuttle is scheduled to
run to and from the Homewood
campus on Friday in an effort to
get students out into the harbor
area, the scene of the festivities.

Events of the Fair have already
gotten underway this week
starting with an Awards
Ceremony honoring 24 "special
Baltimoreans", held Sunday at
the downtown Hilton.
More than 250 residents

looked on as Mayor Schaefer
presented awards honoring those
people "who make Baltimore a
special city."

candidates Friday afternoon.
"After seeing so many
(candidates) you can begin to
make person to person cross
comparisons which makes the job
a lot easier, although there were a
lot of really qualified people,"
Lewin stated.
"The five to ten minute

interviews with each applicant
were conducted to find out just
why they wanted to do this
committee work and to find
whatever was on their minds," he
stated.
Out of the 45 interviewed,

about 30 were applying for the
four openings on the CUS. Lewin
stated the CUS required the
greatest amount of time of its
members.

"The CUS is like picking up
another class," he observed.
The most distressing aspect of

the selections process was the
small number of female
applicants, who made up only
four of the 45 applicants,
according to Lewin.

Although several students who
were members of these
committees last year reapplied
for an additional year's term,
only one, Robert Gray, was
reappointed. A senior, Gray will
serve another term on the CUS.
James S. "Bubba" Nelson,
former president of the class of
1975, did not win a committee
appointment, as expected by
some of those close to the
selections process.
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Three departments get new chiefs
By JERRY NESER

Three Homewood
Departments, Biology,
Economics, and Classics began
this semester with new men
occupying their chairmenships,

Dr. William Harrington

PIIAC set to probe drug firm

By RICHARD WARING
Hopkins' nine-month old

Public Interest Investment
Advisory Committee (PIIAC),
formed to advise President Muller
on University investment policy,
has voted to begin an
investigation of a major
pharmaceutical company for
allegedly unethical marketing and
research practices.
"Members of the faculty feel

that the company's policies
would be contrary to goodmorals
and ethics if they are not
altered," stated Dr. Edward
Melby, a professor of Animal
Laboratory Medicine at the
Medical School and chairman of
the committee.

Although Melby would not
identify the company by name,
one member said
Sterling-Winthrop, a New York
based firm, was the company
under investigation.

According to Drew Loftus, a
member of the panel, the

committee decided at its meeting
Friday afternoon to schedule a
series of meetings concerning the
drug firm. Melby stated that
PIIAC is currently "in dialogue
with the company in hopes of
influencing it to change its
policy."
Another member of the

committee stated that the firm
has been a donor to the
University in the past and has
been considered for investment
of Hopkins funds. Melby
described the firm as one "with
good growth potential."
Two key points which drew

the panel's attention to the drug
firm were advertising contracts
let by the firm in Mexico and a
case in which the company
allegedly did not mention
potentially adverse side effects of
one drug in its promotions,
according to Dr. Bela Balassa,
Political Economy, a member of
the committee.

Balassa said, "We wrote a

letter to them and they wrote
back saying they'd be glad to get
together and talk."
The committee is also planning

to consult with physiologists
before it decides whether or not
to make a recommendation
against the University's investing
in Sterling-Winthrop.

The panel plans to report its
findings to the Food and Drug
Administration, as well as to the
Investment Research Council, a
Washington based non-profit
organization. IRC researches and
analyzes policies of various
businesses and reports unbiased
findings to its clients.

Radioactive Waste
Other areas to be investigateu

by the panel include the disposal,
of radioactive waste and reactor'
safety at the firm's plants.
PIIAC is made up of

representatives from all segments
of the University, including
Homewood, the Medical
institutions, APL.

'and two other departments,
Chemistry and History, are in the
process of selecting candidates
for these positions, according to
Dean of Arts and Sciences,
George Owen.
"This is a very good group of

new department chairmen and
acting chairmen," said Owen.
"One of the reasons that I think
that this will be a good year is
because of this solid group," he
added.
The department of Chemistry,

presently being jointly ,
administered by Dr. Harris E
Silverstone and Dr. John Gryder,
was left vacant with the death of
Dr. Richard Kokes in July.
"We are still in the process of

choosing a new department

chairman," said Silverstone. "Our
procedure makes it possible for
any full professor to be chosen
for the position," he added.

History
History, the other department

still without permanent
leadership, is being run by Dr.
Louis Galambos, editor of the
Eisenhower papers and a member
of the department.
"There are really no

appointments to be made in this
department this year." said
Galambos. "I will be the acting
chairman for another year yet,"
he added. Dr. Orest Ranum,
chairman, is on leave this year.

Biology
Dr. William Harrington, new

Chairman of the Biology
Department, replaces Dr. Saul
Roseman, who resigned the
chairmanship last spring.
"This has been a strong

department in the past," asserted
Harrington. "I hope to maintain
this strength and help more
students want to become
scholars," he added.

According to Harrington, the
department is having slight
financial problems, although all
of the programs are proceeding
very smoothly.
"One of the advantages is the

Dr. Peter Newman

great student body," said
Harrington. "It is one of the
strongest in the country," he
added.
"The financial situation in my

department is rather stringent,"
said Dr. Peter Newman, new
Chairman of the Economics
Department. "But I think that
we can put out the usual good
programs," he added.

Budget
Aside from the maintainance

of the department's excellence in
research and teaching, Newman
hopes to see the further
expansion of his department
allottment in the University
budget.
"We are one of the smallest

departments in the country with
a serious program," said
Newman. "All we need to do
now is grow," he added.

Classics
According to Dr. George Luck,

Classics Department Chairman,
no new changes are expected in
that department with the
exception of increased
cooperation and joint programs
with the Near-Eastern
Department.
"I think that this will be a

fantastic year for us," said Luck.
"A very exciting year," he added.
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campus notes
CODE

Dr. Donald S. Coffey, acting
chairman and Associate professor
of the Dept. of Pharmacology
and Experimental Therapeutics,
will speak on "Alcohol and
Alcoholism" in the Garrett
Room, Thursday, Sept. 19 at 8
p.m.

EARN MONEY
Need some extra income? The

News-Letter is looking for a
circulation manager; the job
requires two afternoons per
week. For further informatior
call Fred Slone, 235-6832 or X
1308.

IEEE
On Friday, September 21 at 4

p.m. in Barton Hall 114 there
will be a meeting of the Johns
Hopkins Student Chapter of the
"IEEE" (The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc.). All interested
Students from the engineering
and math sciences dept. please
attend. Interested students who
cannot attend contact Dave Ricci
at JHU Box 828.

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS
Applicants for all

post-graduate scholarships except
the Fulbright must have their
applications and recommend-
ations filed in the Office of
Academic Porgrams by October
15. The deadline for Fulbrights is
December 10.

ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE
Dr. Dennis Carlson, Directc»

of the Allied Health Careers
Center of Johns Hopkins
Hospital will deliver a speech on
Issues in Health Care: "The
Problems of Personhood", in the
Clipper Room of Shriver Hall on
September 18, Tuesday at 7:30
p.m.

MEMORIAL SERVICES
A memorial service in honor of

Professor Richard J. Kokes will
be held at The Johns Hopkins
University in Remsen Hall, Room
1, at 4:15 p.m. on Tuesday,
September 25. The Garrett
Room of the Milton S.
Eisenhower Library has been
reserved for family, friends, and

colleagues to gather, following
the service.

KOSHER PICKLE ANYONE?
Yes, the Kosher Dining Hall is

alive and well and living in its
newly redecorated home. For
information please call Ext. 406

or 243-0097.
BUCKMINSTER FULLER
Dr. R. Buckminster Fuller,

Architect, mathematician,
designer and philosopher, will
speak at the Milton S. Eisenhow-
er Symposium on Wednesday,
October 3 at 4 p.m. This year's
symposium is "Living with
Change" and Fuller will speak on
"The Nature of Change" in the
auditorium of Shriver Hall.

classified
Part time office worker-typing
accuracy necessary, speed not
important. Must be able to crverl. in
chaos. Contact Dean of Students'
office, ext. 740,1365.

COLTS TICKETS
&tarting Wednesday the

Student Union desk will have
Colts tickets for the Colts-Jets
game, September 23. Buy 'ern
now so others can watch on TV!

PROJECTIONIST JOB
Student Council Film

Committee will be training
people who are interested in
running projectors for film series,
Friday at 3 o'clock in the SAC
offices. The job as projectionist
will be a paying job. For further
information contact John
Cockerham, X1405.

BROMO-SELTZER MUSEUM
Anyone interested in chipping

in to help with the conversion of
the Bromo-Seltzer tower into a
museum for the arts, is asked to
contact Chip Kahn, JHU Box
787.

ECAS
Freshman and others

interested in enrolling in 24.62,
EC AS (Elementary Computer
Art and Science) are requested to
see the registrar immediately.
Approximately 20 spaces are left
in the course, which is normally
limited to upperclassmen during
he fall semester.

CLUB LISTINGS
All clubs which desire

inclusion in the 1973-74 Student
Directory must submit a list of
their officers with the MC box
and telephone numbers to the
Student Council office or to Box
505 by Sept. 21st.

U.S.-CHINA PEOPLE'S FRIENDS
On Monday, Oct. 1, the

U.S.-Chiba People's Friendship
Association will host a Potluck
Supper and China slide show to
celebrate China's National Day,
from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. at the
First Unitarian Church, 514
North Charles Street. For more
information, contact Fred
Pincus, 455-2079 or 243-6987.

PRE-LAW THROATS
There will be a meeting on

Monday. September 24th at 4:30
pm in the Garrett Room of the
MSE Library. Law school
application procedures will be
discussed by Dr. Dierman and
others.

CODE
Dr. Donald S. Coffey, acting

chairman and Associate professor
of the Dept. of Pharmacology &
Experimental Therapeutics, will
speak on "Alcohol &
Alcoholism" in the Garrett
Room, Thursday, Sept. 19 at 8
pm.

MONTHLY FOLK CONCERTS
A series of monthly conceits

featuring traditional and
contemporary folk music will be
presented at St. John's Church,
St. Paul and . 27th Streets, in
Charles Village. The opening
concert is scheduled for Friday,
Sept. 21 at 8:00 p.m. and will
feature Merle Schlesinger and
Carly Gewirz. Admission is $1.50.
For more info call Robert
Dalsemer; 889-9541 or Michael
Quitt, 358-2976.

Get yours „
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The above photograph pictures a young bleary-eyed freshman ven-
turing through the historically-old Hopkins tunnel. The Hopkins
tunnels are known as the burial grounds for thousands of dazed
and confused Hopkins premeds past and present. Photographed by
News-Letter photog Phil Phulbladder, and taken with special
infra-red film to capture the full detailed textures of the tunnel.
ORIENTATION EVENING
The Women's Center will

sponsor an Orientation Evening
on Tuesday, September 18th at
7:30 pm in the Garrett Room of
the MSE Library.

INTERVIEWS
To sign up for an inter-

view for Lewis & Clark Col-

lege, Northwestern School

of Law, to be given on Fri-

day, Sept. 21, please come

to the Placement Bureau,

the Attic, in Homewood

House. The Foreign Service

Officer examination will be

given Dec. 8, 1973.

Registration is due on Oct.

31. For more information,

come to the Placement Bur-

eau, the Attic, Homewood

House.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT -ATGSB
NAT'L. BDS.

• Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and profes-
sional schools

• Six and twelve session courses

• Small groups

• Voluminous material for home
study Prepared by experts in each
field

• Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs.

Classes Now Forming

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Md.—D.C.—Va.

530-0211
530-8718 (after six)

H EAFF

Simple,
straight-forward,

classic—out of step
with today's

throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan

or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen

you may use the
rest of your life.

$198

SINCE 1938

The Tutoring School with
the Nationwide Reputation

SHEA FIER, WORLD-WIDE, A te7F—lon COMPANN
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School of Health Services welcomes first class of 35
The School of Health Services

welcomed its first class of 35
students to the University's East
Baltimore campus last week.
The School, which came into

existence with the appointment
of its Dean, Malcolm Peterson, in
March, 1972 offers students
programs in the Health services
area as well as advanced training
for registered nurses.

According to Peterson, the
School's primary focus presently
is the 2-year Health Associates
training program. The Health

Associate is intended as someone
who will be able to deal with a
broad range of ambulatory health
problems as well as the more
difficult aspects of managing
more severe, yet stable health
concerns. Upon completion of
the program, the students will
receive a BA degree.
"These people will be

non-physicians," Peterson
explained, "diagnosing and
managing common health
problems." "They will, however,
be more than just technicians.".

As Peterson detailed the ideology
surrounding the creation of the
program, he remarked that the
Health Associate was being
trained as someone who "can
render comprehensive health
services" to the members of
whatever group he may be
associated with.
As Peterson explained it,

"These people are not being
trained as solo practitioners;
neither are they intended to
function just as physicians and
assistants." "They will have their

Stam sets priorities for library
By LOUISA DAVIS

Although David H. Stain, new
head librarian for the Milton S.
Eisenhower Library, has been
here for less time than most
freshmen, he has already set as
his top job priorities the
organization of a comprehensive
book collection development
plan and a program to economize
on library spending.
"The University's private book

collection program is in dire
straights due to lack of finances,"
Stam asserted. He hopes to be
able to develop a coordinated
collection development program
with an adequate budget to
enlarge upon existing collections
and begin others.

But Stam also rioted that the
Homewood library has been hurt
financially by recent inflation
and the devaluation of the dollar
which has sent book prices,
especially of European
publications, sky high.
"60 percent of the library

budget each year is previously
committed to serials alone," said
Stam, as he expressed concern
that the purchase of additional
books for the library is
jeopardized.
Stam, who succeeds John

Berthel now University Librarian
has assumed responsibility for
administering three main library
operations: collection
development, technical services
and public services.

With a staff of about 30
professionals and more than 100
assistants, he "feels himself
"responsible for running a library
to serve the needs of the
community including professors,
students and others associated
with the University."

According to Stam, another
one of his goals will be Hopkins'
participation in the Association
of Research Libraries' (ARL)
Library Management Review and
Analysis Program.
"The Program provides a

research library with guidelines
for use in performing an internal
study and evaluation of
management policies, activities
and results," asserted the ARL
pamphlet.

It seeks "to provide individual
libraries with some means of
looking at themselves and
determining what needs to be
done to secure improvement in
the management of its
programs."
According to Stam, this

project would require
considerable investment of staff
time and finances, and the
decision to join has not been
made.

Mr. Stam comes to Hopkins
from the post of Associate
Librarian at the Newberry
Library in Chicago, a privately
endowed research library in the
Humanities. He considers his
scholarship in the Humanities

David H. Stam

and library background his major
qualifications for his new
position.
Stam said, "I hope to bring to

Hopkins a combination of the
knowledge of how scholars use
research libraries and
competency in library
administration."
Stam, who is now writing his

dissertation for a Ph.D. in
History from Northwestern
University, received his M.A. in
Library Services from Rutgers U.
and his BA in English from
Wheaton College, in Wheaton,
Illinois.

training to allow them to serve
with the physician as a team
member," he emphasized.
The Health Associate will be

someone who can relate, on a
warm and human level, an
emotional basis, to a patient
suffering from a self limited
illness that is of such a degree
that the physician's expertise does
not need to be brought to bear.
"They will complement the
service of the physician,"
Peterson stated, "to insure that
the patient's personal needs don't
fall between the cracks."

But Peterson added also that
these were not people who would
be going out to set up and
manage neighborhood health care
centers.

Peterson expressed a marked
degree of enthusiasm for the
entire program. "I think the
program is truly distinctive and I
know of no other university
which has made such a
commitment for comprehensive
health care," he stated. He added
that he. believed that Duke and
Oklahoma had established similar
programs, but stressed that he

felt that "the University's action
(in approving the program) is
quite unique,"

"I am terribly proud of the
group of students enrolled," he
said. "They are a superb group."
The program will reportedly

be concerned as much with
studying what must be done to
provide such comprehensive
service as with the actual
empirical training of the Health
Associates. The multi-disciplinary
curriculum, which will be very
demanding, according to
Peterson, will center around
three areas.

Students will be trained in
human biology, the social
sciences and the humanities. "We
will make an effort to take
common health problems as a
focus around which these three
core disciplines may be evolved,"
he explained. By threading these
areas together, the Dean
remarked, the students will have
a greater understanding of the
problems faced by their patients,
and thus, "since they will not be
just a technician, they will not be
obsolete in ten years."

New parking rules
imposed on campus
New parking regulations

proposed by the Campus Traffic
and Parking Committee including
reallocation of parking spaces on
campus and reclassification of
parking permits went into effect
on September 1.
William Campbell,

representative from the
University's department of plant
operation and planning on the
Committee on Traffic and
Parking felt that the biggest
difference between this year's
policy and last year's lies in the
classification of permits. Type I
now consists only of individuals
who must drive on and off
campus at irregular hours during
the day or evening, i.e.
Administrators, faculty and
select administrative personnel.

Saga filling empty stomachs once again
By ALLAN HIRSCH

Hopkins administrators hope
"to provide decent food and
food services for the entire
University" this year with the aid
of newly hired Saga Food
Service, according to. Dean of
Students Robert_ J. Fitzpatrick.

Saga returns for another year
long engagement in the dorm
cafeteria losing that position two
years ago over a price increase,
according to Fitzpatrick.
"The release of Saga at that

time, which sacrified quality for
economy was a mistake,"
commented Fitzpatrick. "Out of
six companies that submitted
bids for the Hopkins food service
contract this year, Saga was
unanimously selected by the
Committee on Food Service,"
Fitzpatrick stated.
"In order to attain a measure

of continuity in the food service,
Saga services the snack bars in
Levering Hall and the dorms, as

well as the dormitory dining
h al 1 s ," Fitzpatrick explained.
"The University has signed Saga
to a contract renewable for two
additional years," he added.
Thomas N. Tanglos, Manager

for Saga, revealed that over 50
percent of all money paid by
students for food goes towards
the cost of the food, while 28-30
percent is for the wages of 40-50
full-time employees and a similar
number of part-time workers.
Neither Tanglos nor Fitzpatrick
would venture an estimate of
Saga's projected profit.
However, Fitzpatrick did

remark: "To keep Saga happy, I
want Saga to make a profit,
though not an excessive one."
"Saga will meet Hopkins' food

service demands," promised
Tanglos. "We serve over 600
students on the dorm meal plans
and approximately 600 members
of the Hopkins community in
Levering Hall each day for lunch.

Saga isn't going to pinch pennies
over food in order to make a
profit," he added.

Since Hopkins pays more per
student for food than any other
;chool in the state. Fitzpatrick
emphasized the fact that the
food must be good or the
Univesity will release Saga, as is
Hopkins prerogative under its
food contract. Although Saga did
experience difficulties servicing
students in the opening week of
school, Fitzpatrick is confident
that Saga will provide the
University with its "best food
service ever."

Opinions Varied

By taking such measures as
serving three entrees instead of
the contracturally required two
for dinner, catering to the needs
of various clubs and groups for
refreshments at a minimal cost,
and assuming what Fitzpatrick
cited as a "very cooperative
attitude," Saga hopes to further

fulfill the needs of the
University, Tanglos promised.
Although Fitzpatrick

expresssed personal satisfaction
with the food, opinions on food
quality have been quite varied
among dormitory residents.
"Last year, the food was

lousy," said sophomore Bard
Ermentrout. "This year it's a hell
of a lot better," he added.
"Even the ice tasted bad last

year," • Robert Lipnick, another
sophomore, stated. "This year's
food is very inconsistent;
sometimes it's better, sometimes
it's worse, Lipnick added.
"I like it a lot" offered

Freshman Pat Flanner. "It's
really good" agreed fellow frosh
Andrea Hasking.
"I'm not too crazy about it

stated freshman Anthony Salvia.
"The food is barely edible,"

remarked Nancy Wilson, "But
then again," she quickly added,
"What do you expect?"

Type II has become a
significantly larger segment
consisting of all students,
part-time faculty and full-time
employees on the Homewood
campus.

Types
The reallocation of Type I and

Type II parking spaces marked a
net gain for Type II holders,
according to the report issued by
George W. Weinbach, secretary of
the Traffic and Parking
Committee.
"What a lot of people don't

realize is that students have the
same parking privileges as many
staff members have," he noted.
The redesignation of spaces in

the lots west of Garland Hall and
on Remington Avenue have
added a total of eighty spaces
available to Type II holders.

Weinbach pointed out that the
problem of space allocation
doesn't concern merely providing
enough spaces for everone.
"People don't just want a

parking space. They want spaces
close to buildings.
Consequently" he added "they
don't want to use the lower
parking lot."

Plan
"There are no present or near

.future plans for significant
addition to parking on campus
either in the form of a garage or
large scale lot " stated Dr. Roger
Horn, Chairman of the Traffic
and Parking Committee.

Last spring a proposal for two
hundred additional spaces,
financed by a registration fee of
S10.00 per permit holder, was
rejected by the Hopkins
community.
"A lot of people were

unhappy paying for something
was formerly free,"
explained Horn, "Yet a few were
opposed to having any part of
the campus torn up for parking
spaces, regardless of how it
would be financed."
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harrumph

The Student Council is to consider tonight four of the
most important appointments it will make this year, name-
ly the undergraduates who will serve on the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies. With many important proposals
concerning undergraduate education likely to come before
the CUS this year including pass/fail modifications, an
ABC-no credit grading system and part-time study propo-
sals, the Council should be very carefuly to name only the
most highly qualified A n d conscientious students available.

While the SC selections committee no doubt considered
all the candidates very carefully before it made its nomina-
tions, the SC should require that the appointees attend all
CUS meetings and make reports on those meeting to the
full Council. Only in this way can undergraduates be sure
that the students appointed to represent them on this cru-
cial committee are doing their job.

The Council should also make clear to those whom it
finally chooses, that their appointments will 'be revoked if
they are found not to be doing their job adequately. For
the first time in several years there are four undergraduates
on the CUS and, considering the highly important topics up
for consideration this year, students should be vigorously
and responsibly represented there. Requiring that CUS
members account for their actions on the panel will go a
long way toward assuring students of that kind of strong
representation

Some notes on the passing of the passing scene
By B. H. COHEN

1
Before me is a photograph of

the President. The President
appears to be smiling. Or perhaps it
is gas. I can't be sure, his mouth is
closed, and the crease lines have
for the most part been removed by
a semi-skilled air brusher.

In this photograph, Mr. Nixon
faces the viewer in what
approaches a full-frontal sitting:
right shoulder receeding, left-most
extremeties cut from the picture,
nose tastefully reduced to
single-projection .pudginess. (It
should be noted that Mr. Nixon's
"Spirit of '76" entourage includes
one individual whose major
responsibility it is to correct the
President's posture, and to be
certain he faces the cameramen
from the press at a suitable angle
when waving from the top of the
plane's portable stairs.)

I go to this detail to illustrate
one point: The President's visage is
well-known, perhaps as well-known
as Mao's is in China, and any
cosmetic attempt to reduce it to
anything resembling less than its
full-blown glory is immediately
apparent. No more can the Man, as
did King Alfred, placidly walk
through the land to see what
trouble brews.

2
That's one problem, I believe.

That Mr. Nixon is out of touch
with much that goes on in America
has been adequately documented:

g, remarks on collegeDr. El. footballlbers 
one chilly November

morning, etc. The Man does not go
afoot among the masses. (It should

letters to the editor

To the Editor:
It is with the intent of

repudia "ng the false and morally
m,••

Lois onn of Goucher in your
September 14, 1973 issue in a
letter to the editor. that I write
this letter. Several contentions in
Miss Conn's letter were not only
false but heinously vindictive and
sarcastic and not only warrant but
demand comment.

Miss Conn's letter starts off on a
note of rampant and destructive
sarcasm with her statement that
"[Hopkins students] need
something to keep them busy
between Lacrosse games." This
attempted degradation of an
educational system of such
international renown as the Johns
Hopkins University can only be
founded on an insecurity regarding
her native Goucher College.

Miss Conn then proceeds to
attack the mental and physical
constitution of Hopkins students
with her statement: "cute live little
Hoppies...with dirty toenails and
fraternity tee-shirts..." Once again,
such a patently evil accusation can
only be a manifestation of Miss
Conn's own insecurity about her
physical state. Let me add, while I
may, that the Goucher students do
more to render themselves
unattractive than they do to
augment their appearance. The
girls, perhaps in a sexual frenzy to
gain the attention of the male
Hopkins who may be preoccupied
with their female counterparts,
present themselves in an
overbearing way. The Goucher
student is easily discernible, even
from a great distance. The
platform shoes cuffed blue jeans,
expensive shirts and plethora of
silver jewelry render the Goucher
girl a veritable cornucopia of
impressive vestements. It has been
said mat the freshman class alone
of Goucher could support the
entire North American clothing
industry with the revenues they
invest in their external
countenance. The Hopkins girls, on
the other hand, suffer from no
such insecurities. They are
surrounded by amicable males and
do not feel the need to resort to
such extravagant and metaphysical
costumery as do their Goucher
counterparts. The Hopkins girls
are, in general, of unquestionably
high spiritual integrity, intelligence
and charm. They are friendly,
helpful and are, most importantly,
themselves. The Goucher girls have
clearly lost their hunting grounds
with the much needed and long
awaited coeducation of Johns
Hopkins.

In conclusion, Miss Conn's

contentions are clearly predicated
on avarice and jealousy rather than
fact. It ;is not Miss Conn's
her methodo**-1- slim-Sorting it.
Clearly her argument is a hopeless
one and one can only regard it
with the same pity one exercises
when watching a crew team that is
out of the race but keeps rowing,
"as if maybe someone would
care..."

Marc P. Duvoisin

To the Editor:
All right: this is another one of

those public "What's-wrong-with-
me?" inquiries I go through
periodically to find out where my
line of thinking has gone astray.
This time, it is in reference to the

.News-Letter's latest version of an
outraged editorial demanding to
know why no student was asked to
participate in the selection of a
new director of financial aid. Now,
being a good liberal with an almost
reflex support of all participatory
democracy, why was I left
unimpressed by this plea?

I think the answer is that I am
no longer a neophyte Hoppie, and
I have come to realize that student
participation at Johns Hopkins has
turned into a mockery of student
power as it was envisaged by our
collegiate predecessors of not so
many years ago. When the
News-Letter whines over the lack
of "a few students" on the
selection committee for the
financial aid directorship, it should
say that it is only mourning the
absence of the same "few
students" who are on every
committee. When a couple of
students are dug up for such a
post, it never ceases to amaze me
how few students there are to
choose from. I could account this
to a secret News-Letter lobby to
help make the job of its
photographer easier, since he has
to add so few new faces to the
photo file. However, I think it
more likely that it is because it is
always easier just to grab a familiar
face from the same society of
chums that hovers around Levering
Hall all the time.
Since the News-Letter can

acknowledge the capabilities of a
man and still complain of the
method of his appointment (you
did credit Mr. Hood as being
"apparently well—qualified"
but...), I feel we, the masses out
here, should do the same. For
example, despite all the respect I
might have for Shep Hoffman, why
is it assumed that he should be the
student to represent all of us?

Similarly, why is it Eric Rasmussen
who is now chosen to be George
Benton's muse concerning student
affairs?
Ap4 thic can go on - and does go

arbitrary choice of students to sit
in on a committee is worse than no
student at all. The students so
delegated are under no obligation
to represent any point of view
other than their own, and since
they all come from the same small
pool of talent, they often have the
same point of view, anyway. They
also often seem to be inclined to
be just agreeable yessers to their
seniors on these bodies.
The result is no real student

input at all, coupled with the
rather embarassing fact that nearly
every obnoxious administrative
move is usually done by a
committee with a student on it.
Thus, if a complaint is ever raised
against such an action, an easy and
valid reply is that we students,
after all, did it to ourselves.
So Andy Savitz can announce

and denounce, proclaim and
complain all he wants. It makes
convenient newspaper filler copy.
But when something really has to
be done by students and ought to
be done by students, we delegate
our power to a bogus student
representative who has been forced
upon us. And in the mean time vie
are allowed the luxury of believing
the nonsense the News-Letter
prints and munch popcorn during
one of the plague of films that has
sprung up. And it is so much easier
that way.

Joel Feinberg

be noted that Marie Antionette did
not escape either.) But this does
not mean that Mr. Nixon does not
understand the desires of the
American electorate.
The good Dr. Hunter

Thompson, writing in the current
issue of Rolling Stone persuasively
points out that the Rev. Billy
Graham has had great success in
exploiting people's fear. One of
Graham's South African speeches,
Hunter says, equates the spread of
evil to the coming of the native
African to claim what is his.
Presumably, whatever has been
supressed only incompletely
becomes fodder for the fear on
which Graham's appeal can feast.
Thus with Mr. Nixon, I believe.

3
Included in the September 23

issue of the Christain Crusade
Weekly, the "Intelligence Digest"
compiled by the Tulsa-based
Crusade's Director of Research,
Julian Williams, wraps up a
disturbing third-rate Phillipic with:
"As long as leftist idols such as

Julian Bond are held up by our
mass media as shining apostles of
freedom and are favorite speakers
before youth groups, the
dissemination of facts will be
exceedingly difficult
"Informed Americans

throughout this country must
strive harder to disseminate
important facts of life about
communism's war against us
uninformed fellow citizens."

4
Also in that issue of the Weekly

is an ad for Howard Hunt's new
book on the Bay of Pigs invasion,
Give Us This Day, available from
Arlington House, "Publishers tor
the Silent Majority," or from the
Conservative Book Club. Bernard
Barker is quoted as saying of Hunt,
"I know of no man to whom this
country owes more." This is akin
to calling Marcel Marceau "the
world's most engaging deaf-mute":
factually inaccurate, and it
somehow misses the point.

But what if Barker is right?
What then?
The absurdity of Hunt's capture

aside, perhaps we do owe him
something. Messrs. Ellsberg and
Russo are not in jail, and, given a
purge of unprecedented
proportions (doubtful, but
possible), American politics might
be cleansed for a few years. And
Hunt has shown that there is
money to be made in the American
dream, even when the dreamer has
botched up.

5
Which brings us to Mr. Nixon, a

political creature, a weasel in the
hole, who has never forgotten the
power of fear. If Hunt has shown
that a man can survive the
American dream, Mr. Nixon each
day adds eloquent demonstration
that a man can, if only
precariously, also thrive in it. Here,
he has found fame, wealth, glory,
Pat, and, of course, his crises.

Somewhere, Frost wrote that
"America is hard to see,"
something which made little sense
to me until Eugene McCarthy's
1968 campaign co-opted the line.
Murky, groggy, America is a sort of
quintessential dream, however
delirious, in which we all, to some
extent, partake.

Freud claimed that societies still

search for the primal leader, and
the American horde has apparently
found that Mr. Nixon's the one. ,

Perhaps. But Borges raises the.
more interesting question which
must haunt all dreams: suppose
that there is some great Dreamer,
and that we are in His dream.
What, then, will remain when the
Dreamer awakens?

Virtue untrodden by Goucher tryst
By HORACE McLAUGHLIN
To tell you the truth I had no

great expectations when I started
out for this year's orientation
mixer. In fact, if it wasn't for one
girl, I probably wouldn't have gone
and right now I'd be making up an
"Incomplete" instead of working
out some bitterness with a
typewriter and paper.
My friend Nats, on the other

hand, left for Goucher with many
high hones He was lee/inc, like a

with a couple of beers and the
experience of a previous year's mixer
under his belt, he was ready to
take on every one of those
beautiful Goucher girls that would
flock to him.

I felt last year's mixer was more
of a warning than experience. I
remember standing on the gym
floor in my loafers and prep
clothes looking the way my
mother would have liked me to
look. I didn't approach a girl and
not one girl approached me. At
least Nats met some little chick
who promised to see him again,
but back at the dorms, he was still
willing to share a bottle of
Southern Comfort with me.
But there we were, once more

entering that gym. At least I set
my mind on finding that girl and
not worrying about anything else.

Just as in the previous year the
lobby was packed with people
leaning aginst the tables and the
walls; most of them having nothing
better to do than look at
newcomers. And just as before, a
girl tenderly clutched my hand and
painstakingly applied some
ridiculous stamp.

Inside the gym there was the
same semi-darkness, the same
mild-locker-room and cigarette
odor, the bad band, deafening
noise and crematorium climate.
But most important people were
acting the same way. At least this
year I could empathetically look at

the freshmen in loafers and prep
clothes. Of course there were those
swingers who danced stiffly on the
floor in front of the band, never
looking at the person they were
dancing with. There were also
those who stood in sexually
segregated clusters, unable to talk,
constantly craning their necks as if
they were looking for someone.
And finally there were the mixers -
the people who milled through the
cro, -ds. their eves elazed ewer

Many would pass me and return
only minutes later to pass again.

I recognized one of the mixers
as a graduate in the writing
seminars. He wrote sonnets
exalting love that could bum
through the skin in search of things
below and he wrote sonnets
lamenting the false love that had
thrust a dagger in the moon. I had
imagined this wild-eyed poet to be
caught up in passionate love affairs
of his own, but in fact he was
stumbling through the mixer as
miserable as the false lovers he
taunted in his poems.

I stood in the middle of the gym
trying to look like I knew what
was going on. "Here we are," I
thought, "the love generation and
we still have mixers.. mixers where
people parade themselves into a
gym and select lovers with the eyes
of slave traders." Suddenly I
spoted her - THE GIRL.

She was wearing knee-high socks
and a denim jumper. She walked
quickly with her friends, her body
and her dress appearing as fragile as
those of a rag doll. But wow-that
face. To me it was the most
beautiful face I had ever seen.
Somehow I had remembered a
poem which told of beauty being
momentary in the mind but
immortal in the flesh. I recalled
that turned-up nose and the dark
hair but the life in the eyes, the
cheeks and the mouth had escaped
me.

My emotions combined with the
beer that mixer night to help me
shove people aside as I pursued the
face. She had gone out to the steps
in front of the gym where she
knelt down to loudly whisper in a
girlfriend's ear. I was standing
behind her, my hands stuffed in
my jeans' pockets. When she got to
her feet another girlfriend was
behind her. Her back was toward
me so I asked her friend whether

1)isapyrt ob ate (1

"Sorry," the girlfriend
answered, giving me a push on the
chest. "She's a junior, Mr.
Sophomore."

Age didn't matter. I just wanted
to make sure this was the girl I had
seen at the movies. So, when the
beautiful face tumed in my
direction I persisted. "Excuse me,"
I said.
The bright eyes focused on me

and a cute smirk crept across her
face. I was not drunk, but my
words emerged slowly and I was
also thinking about the acne by the
corner of my mouth.

"Uh...didn't I see you last year
at a movie."
"Yeah," she laughed, "I was at

plenty of movies." Her friends
were giggling.
"I mean 'Midnight Cowboy.'"

incredulousity

"You saw me in 'Midnight
Cowboy?' Is that what you said?"

"Uh...no, I..."
Her friend pulled her arm and in

a sing-song voice said, "Come on.
We've got to be go-going."
They were down the steps and

walking away. I couldn't let her go.
With my hands still stuffed in my
pockets I followed.

She and her friends had only
gone a little way and stopped to
talk with some guy. I waited a few
feet behind.

She put her arm around his

neck and leaned against him. She
pointed a thumb at me and said,
"He's dru-unk and he keeps
following me."

I leaned toward them. "I'm not
drunk," I said.
"Be friendly," the guy told her,

"and say a few words to this kid."
"But he keeps saying he saw me

in 'Midnight Cowboy.'

Grammatical Clarification
." 17,17 vem, tz? 1,4 e_ 7 7 I.

13.v.

She took Yiei aims oik *the. sixy

and spun around towards me.
"So?" she asked.

"I just never forgot your face."
"Why? Because I'm so

gorgeous." She went into a little.
reel, laughing with her friends and
turned towards the guy and said
something.

I kept my eyes on the sky and
walked away. I went back into the
gym and leaned against the wall
next to Nats. Together we dully
stared at the people who stood, or
wandered before us.
My rag doll came in later,

wrapped around some other frat
man and they started hugging each
other, a few feet away from us, for
.at least an hour. I had enough and
I left the gym to hitch ho-me. -
As I walked along the quiet niad

that led to the campus' exit,;!
approached a couple walking
together. It had been a cloudy
night but then the clouds had
pulled away and the moon shone
brightly. Still the couple looked at
the ground before them. The guy
put his arm around the girl's
shoulders. They stopped walked
and the guy cocked his head back
as if to check how his arm looked.
He let his arm slip down to her
waist, brought it up a little, let it
down and finally returned it to her
shoulders.

I hadn't had much to drink that
night. I wasn't even drunk: But I
went over to a bush and threw up.
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Dr. Stanton sees U.S. in danger of self-destruction
Dr. Phoebe Stanton, History

of Art, addressed a capacity
audience this Sunday as her
speech entitled "Challenge,
Change, and Choice" titillated
goers of the "Sunday
Experience."
Stanton, who has travelled

widely throughout Europe and
the Mid-East, presented her
observations of the world , and
how these applied to the United
States.
"The world is in such a

mechanized and interlocked state
that just a few people can create
havoc," said Stanton in one of
her first observations.
Pointing to the twenty

thousand guerillas who have the
potential of ruining an entire
country's economy, she claimed
that it was this ridiculousness

that has led to the wholesale
hijacking' of passenger planes.

"The military in today's world

is about three times as visible as

in the past," asserted Stanton.

"This may be the cause of the
prevailing uneasiness in today's
world." she added. Examining
her experiences in Jordan, she
found that the carrying of
firearms was considered very
normal.

According to Stanton, most of

the problems facing the
American people are' essentially

the same ones facing other
developed and developing
countries.

"It's as hard to breathe in
Damascus as it is in Los
Angeles," said Stanton. "Cars
clog the narrow streets of Beirut
as they do in Chicago," she

added.
Ending the hour with some

generalizations about this

country, Stanton said America

will not face up to its problems

as the Europeans do with their

own.
"We are unwilling to criticize

ourselves," said Stanton.
"In London, the press treats

Watergate in a much clearer light
than do the American press," she
said.

Stanton also asserts that this
society must change its
antiquated decision alternatives
for more civilized ones.
"Why do we still have to turn

to war and the use of military
force as decision alternatives,"
queried Stanton. "America could
be in the process of destroying
itself," she added.

Dr. Phoebe Stanton

SC Film Series features popular classics
By JORDAN GANTZ

The Student Council Film
Series will feature a College
premiere, "Gone With the Wind,"
and such hit movies as "Lady
Sings the Blues," "Straw Dogs,"
and "Klute" as this year's
program gets under way.
"Play it Again, Sam," "Fritz

the Cat," and "The Candidate"
have already been shown as part
of the program, all of which
received excellent response from
the students who turned out in
large numbers for all three.
"The first three showings met

with tremendous success," said
John Colmers, Social Committee
Chairman.

According to Colmers, the
success of the program is
attributed to the high quality of
the movies. The movie bookings,
arranged by Seth Feltheimer, last
year's SC Film Series Chairman,
were made through various movie
companies around the country.
"Gone With the Wind," which

will be shown the weekend of
September 21-23, has never
before been shown at a college
campus.

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

buck off
For Each Adult Member of Your Party'

ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK
GOBLETS OF WINE 2551

PLUS
ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE

PLUS
Lusciously Tender

BEEF STEAK
ALL FOR JUST

Regularly
$4.50 $ .50

Cash Purchases Only

WITH THIS

EMERSONS, Ltd.
BALTIMORE, MD   727-0515

225 N. Liberty Street

TOWSON, MD   296-0220
Towson Plaza Shopping Center

798 Fairmont Avenue
Luncheon Specials at $1.95

Not Good with Any Other Promotion

This Offer Supersedes All Other Advertising

The film series, funded by the
Student Activities is entirely
student run with no University
control, Colmers said.
"The only censorship of the

movies will be our own,"
Colmers explained. "But most of
the films we show will meet the
standards of the Hopkins
community," he added.
According to Colmers, all

profits will be utilized for the
improvement of facilities and
the acquisition of more program
equipment.
"I just can't forsee any

Johns Hopkins Barber Shop, form- ,

erly located at Levering Hall is now

at York Road & Cold Spring Lane.

Phone 435-6677. Sam Barranco.

GOOD AFTERNOON,

RALPH K

problems in the future," said

Colmers.
Planned for later in the year

are such films as Greta Garbo's
"Ninotchka and Camille," the
Marx Brothers' "A Night at the
Opera" and "A Day at the

Circus," and Humphrey Bogart's
"Casablanca" and "The Maltese

Falcon."

Collection of Wards

Poetry, short stories, photos,
etchings, prints, and any

other forms of printable

art are now being accepted

for consideration as possi-

ble inclusions in an inter-

university publication. All

submissions should be ad-

dressed : A Collection of

W o rds, Box 2075, Johns

Hopkins University, 21218.

BUSY DOCTORS fIll Relax in Quietest Eating Spot

DOCTORS PRESCRIBE

GIOVANNI'S RESTAURANT
For Dining, Sipping, and Stimulating Conversation.

OPEN 8 AM TO 8 PM

CLOSED SUNDAY

PHONE 675-9625

OPEN FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 4 TO 24

only after 8 pm order in advance.

633 N.DUNCAN STREET

HOPKINS HOSPITAL AREA
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Number of grad students at Hopkins drops
By CAROL TRZCINSKI

The number of fulltime,
graduate students this fall at
Hopkins has dropped
approximately 81/2 percent from
last year's figure, according to
early September statistics
released by Dean George E.
Owen's office.
Owen, Dean of Arts and

Sciences stated that
approximately 970 students were
actively enrolled at Homewood
as opposed to 1060 last year at
this time.
Owen added that this figure

does not include those grads
presently listed either as "special
students", those on • leave of
abser‘ce or those presently

Car, stereo equipment
stolen here last week
The burglary of $519 worth of

equipment from the athletic
center and the theft of a car
belonging to an Evening College
student from a campus parking
lot were the two major crimes
reported on the Homewood
campus last week.
A tape recorder and amplifier

and two speakers were stolen
from a basement storeroom at
the athletic center the weekend
of September 8. According to
George W. Weinbach, director of

security, entrance was gained by
breaking through a basement
window there sometime during
the weekend.
The University has filed an

insurance claim for the loss.
According to Weinbach, a

1966 Chevrolet belonging to a
night school student was taken
from lot J, west of Garland Hall
while the student was attending
class between 8:30
p.m. and 10:30 p.m. September
10.

401t

preparing their Ph.D.
dissertations.
Even with the drop in

enrollment, the University's
financial aid budget rose slightly
to make up for the tuition hike.

Referring to the fact that grads
are expected to pay the same
amount in tuition that their
undergraduate counterparts do,
Owen came out against what he
called "unfair" fees for
graduates. Estimating that the
average "life" of a graduate
student here at Hopkins extends
from five to seven years, Owen
stated that the tuition fee
"should be changed" for these
students due to the long length
of time spent enrolled here.

University policy, as of this
term, has it that grads are no
longer eligible for tuition grants
from the university after they
have completed five years of
graduate study. Stipends are
restricted to students who have
less than four and one half years
of experience as a graduate
student.
Owen said that because of the

pressing financial need of many
graduates, the 305 originally
budgeted Teaching Fellowships
had to be increased to 317. These
constitute approximately
three-fifths of the entire financial
aid budget and Owen conceded
that most of the FA money was
being channelled to this program.

In addition to these 317, 202
full and partial tuition
scholarships were distributed to
graduates this year.

Significant changes in the
numbers of grads in various
departments were also evident
this year. Biology dropped by
between 10 and 20 students
leaving approximately 85-95
grads presently enrolled.

Geography and Environmental
Engineering suffered a drop of 15
to 45 while the Chemistry and
Mathematical Science
departments increased 14 and 13
students respectively to totals of
89 and 51. Other departments
did not show significant changes
in the number of grad,students

ler./..41/./.41111.:•040%4111r./4111KKAP:0"411./Allir.../.41111r.or./../.41P:PIPrer411.7./.41PrIIIIIIrderdlIPF/A1110%.411KKAIII/4111r4/4111PrAillOr/////4111Pr.or

for further information call Clayton Blick

at 366-3300 ext. 1308 or stop by the News -Letter.
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With the rising composition costs in the printing
field today, high quality, attractive composition has
been priced out of the range of many people and or- '2
ganizations who might wish to take advantage of this
service. Attractive typesetting and layout are as im-
portant as the wording of your letters, documents,
papers, or even business forms in communicating
your message to others.

If you have been using a standard typewriter be-
cause professional composition costs have been pro-
hibitive in the past. or if you have never seriously I
considered composition before, contact us at your
convenience.

HIGH HOLIDAY SERVICES
Traditional High Holiday Services will be
held in the Garrett Room of the Milton S.
Eisenhower Library for the benefit of the
Hopkins Jewish Community and for all
others wishing to attend.

Rosh Hashanah Wed 26th 6:30pm
Thurs & Fri 27th & 28th 8:30am

Yom Kippur Fri 5th Kol Nidre 6:15pm
-Sat 6th 8:30 am

tt•. • DOUBLE FEATURE!!

GRETA
GARBO

as
"NINOTCHKA"

and

"CAMILLE"

Thursday Sept 20

8:30 pm
Mergenthaler 111

$1.00

For information concerning the services and/
or the facilities of the Kosher Dining Hall,
p.leasp. cait EN!..,406 or 243-0097.
 11.1I•1
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Gridmen look good in Georgetown scrimmage
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

Improvement was the order
of the day when the Johns
Hopkins; football team
scrimmaged the Georgetown
Hoyas Saturday morning, and the
beneficial effects of an additional
week of practice were obvious.
"We improved 100 percent all

around," commented Head
Coach Dennis Cox after the 10
a.m. workout, as the Blue Jays
responded with a performance
much more impressive than their

showing at Lebanon Valley the
week before.
The first units of both the

offensive and defensive teams
were partciularly effective against
the visitors, while the reserves
gained valuable experience during
the session.
The starting defenders held the

Hovyas scoreless in four
possessions, and co-captain Jack
Thomas engineered seventy- -five
yard scoring drive the first time
the Blue Jays got the ball.

Swim class offered
The Johns HOpkins swimming

staff and team members
announced plans to offer
swimming instruction to
dependents of the faculty, staff,
and students of all branches of
the University, beginning
Saturday, September 29.
The classes are being

conducted as part of a fund
raising program to help finance
the swimming team's trip to the
College Swimming .Coaches
Association Swimming Forum in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida this
December. In the past, team
members have paid their own
way to the forum.

Instruction will be offered
at all levels of swimming
competence in seven one hour
sessions on consecutive Saturday
mornings at the pool in the
Newton H. White Athletic
Center. Classes will be held for
beginners, advanced beginners,
intermediates, swimmers,
advanced swimmers, and in
springboard diving.. Junior and
Senior lifesaving courses will also
be given.
Tuition for the swimming

instruction classes will be $12
dollars for the first child and $8
for each additional child from
the same family. The lifesaving

sports

briefs
Grad Football

Colonel Serena is willing to set
up a touch football league for
graduate department teams if
enough interest is shown.
Department representatives or
anyone else interested should
contact him at the Athletic
Center for details.

Water Polo
The Water Polo Club will

scrimmage St. Alban's of
Washington Thursday evening at
5 o'clock in the Athletic Center
pool. The polojays are currently
preparing for the Penn State
Tournament.

courses will be $20 for the first
and $15 for each additional child.

7-1 Ratio

The courses will be taught by
the swimming team coaches and
15 to 20 members of the team,
all of whom are certified senior
life guards or water safety
instructors. Head Coach Frank
Comfort, who is directing the
program, believes the students
will benefit richly from the
planned 7-1 student t-instructor
ratio which will offer personal
attention to each swimmer.
"Considering the staff

qualifications and the price, these
classes will be much better than
any available anywhere else in
the area," Comfort said.

Call Comfort

Children taking the course
must be at least five years old
and must have a permit signed by
a physician. Comfort says the
response so far has prompted him
to add a beginning course for
adults as well.
For further information

regarding the swimming classes,

call Coach Comfort at
Homewood extension 708 or
791.
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Freshman Gar), Ignatowski works ball in the midfield for Hopkins in Saturday's soccer scrimmage at

George Washington University. The Colonials won the game, which they had scheduled as an official game,

by a 3 to I score. Sophomore Joe Rutkowski scored the lone Blue Jay goal on a penalty kick as Hopkins

was hampered by lack of offense. The booters managed only eight shots in the whole game. Coach Robert

Oliver's squad hosts Dundalk Community College in the final pre-season scrimmage of the fall this

afternoon at 4:15. The Blue Jays officially open their thirteen game schedule Saturday noon when

Haverford comes to Homewood.

Coach Cox went into the
scrimmage with a pair of prime
objectives. He wanted the team
to improve its hitting ability and
its execution of the rules and
techniques. The Blue Jays met
his expectations on both counts,
giving a good showing of their
desire.

Both Ways

Indicative of the team's lack of
experience and depth is the
number of players being called
on to go both ways. Senior Harry
Stringer expected to be used
strictly on defense this year but
he has become a mainstay of the
running game, too.

"Stringer is breaking his back
on the running game," said Cox,
"and the same goes for (Tom)
Cirillo. Both have stepped in and
been tremendous."
Sophomore Jim Duffey and

senior Jim Moran are two others
who are playing both offense and

defense with the starting units.

Duffey battles with opposing
linemen all the time, while Moran
is handling the centering chores
and linebacking for the defense.
The offensive line received

particular praise for their
showing in the scrimmage, as Cox
called it "150 percent better than
last week." Sophomores fill this
blocking wall that is so important
to the running and passing games,
with Duffey and John Bojarski at
the tackles and John Nutting and
Wayne Panullo playing guards.

Linebackers
Freshman BOb Maimone

turned in another impressive
performance as outside
linebacker and has practically
sewed up that starting
assignement. There he joins

co-captain Gunter Glocker,
whose interception and return

was one of the two breaks forced

by the Hopkins defense.

Senior Mike O'Brien and
Glocker combined to net a
safety, when their rush caught
the Hoya quarterback in the end
zone in the defensive play of the
scrimmage. The ends also worked
well, after an initial problem with
the option play. The first Hoya
option went for 30 yards, but for
the rest of the workout the
defense contained this play
effectively

Reserve QB

Reserve quarterback Pinky
Norbeck also gained a lot of
confidence following a shaky
start in the first quarter. After a
fumble off the snap from center

• and the interception of a
desperation pass, Norbeck settled
down to effective leadership. His
51 yard touchdown pass to Bill
Nolan was the highlight of the
day, and he also did a good job
while the visitors worked ongoal
line stands.

NEws-laurrER sports
BIA to start schedule Monday

The Board of Intramural
Athletics will kick off its
1973-74 schedule next Monday
when the flag football season
begins, B.I.A. President Neil
Hazard announced yesterday.
The B.I.A., in its first meeting

of the fall last Friday, decided to
sponsor competitions in fourteen
other sports during the school
year.

In addition to the football
season, the B.I.A. will slate full

schedules in basketball, softball
and lacrosse. Championships will
be determined by tournament in
tennis, pool, ping pong, bowling,
badminton, wrestling, water polo
and volleyball. The B.I.A. also
plans to offer the Goucher
Gallop, a Bicycle Race, and a
swimming meet.
The Board holds regular

administrative meetings Fridays
at noon in Levering Hall. All
B.I.A. policies are determined at

these meetings and the Board
arbitrates any protests and
complaints at these times.

The B.I.A. is a student-run
organization that has seventeen
undergraduate members, with
Colonel Serena acting as faculty
advisor.

Independent teams wishing to
participate in the football league
must file a roster and team name
with Tony Pucillo by Friday
afternoon. Dorm and fraternity
rosters must also be turned in.
Pucillo can be reached at
243-9571.
The B.I.A. will need referees

for the football season. Anyone
interested in earning $1.50 per
game should contact Chuck
LaBerge at 366-5669 or leave
name, box number, and phone
number in Box 824 as soon as
possible. Games are scheduled for
4 and 5 o'clock Monday through
Thursday.

There will be a meeting for all
dorm and fraternity athletic
chairmen in the Dormitory Social
Lounge at 7 p.m. Thursday
evening.

Check these dates on your
calendars now for two exciting 4,
B.I.A. events: Saturday, October
6 and Saturday, October 13, the
Goucher Gallop will be run on
the sixth at noon and will give
many a lonely runner the
opportuntiy to ramble over the
formerly all female campus. The
next week will bring the first
edition of the Bicycle Race to
the two-wheeler freaks.

For information pertaining to
the Goucher Gallop, contact Bob
Hackman at 243-6042 or Box
208. Further information on the
Bicycle Race will be
forthcoming.


